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Memorandum of Understanding
Earn One/Add One Grant – Candidate MOU

Date: _____________

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is between _______________________________
(herein after referred to as the grant participant) and the Santa Clara County Office of Education
(herein after referred to as SCCOE). 

These parties collectively come together for the purpose of establishing and achieving various goals 
and objectives relating to the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC) Local Solutions 
to the Shortage of Special Education Teachers grant (herein after known as Earn One/Add One).

This Memorandum of Understanding is intended to define the responsibilities of each Party. The 
Parties shall endeavor to work together to develop and establish processes and procedures that will 
promote, implement and sustain the program outlined in the Local Solutions to the Shortage of 
Special Education Teachers grant for Santa Clara County districts (Earn One/Add One).

Terms

This MOU takes effect upon execution and terminates four (4) years after the grant participant 
earned his/her preliminary education specialist credential.

Grant Participant Responsibilities: 
- The grant participant understands they are beholden to work in Santa Clara County as an

education specialist for four years after receiving their preliminary education specialist
credential as long as the participant accepted funding for their education through the Earn
One/Add One grant

- The grant participant understands that once they are intern eligible and seeking a position,
that they must first seek employment with their current district should their current district
hold an active Earn One/Add One MOU with SCCOE

- The grant participant understands they are beholden to work in their current District during
the time of their credentialing process prior to earning their education specialist credential

- The grant participant understands that If, for any reason, the district is unable to place the
grant participant in the district’s special education or inclusive classroom, for the purposes of
this grant, the district releases any responsibility of that grant participant to the district, and
that the grant participant may seek employment with another district to fulfill their grant
obligations as long as that district is within the boundaries of Santa Clara County.
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- The grant participant understands that if they default at any point prior to earning their
credential, they will, and are obligated to, return all CTC, the grant donor, allocated grant
funds.

- The grant participant understands that if they default at any point after earning their
credential while providing their four years of service, they will, and are obligated to, return all
CTC, the grant donor, allocated funds on a pro-rated basis based on the number of years of
service.

SCCOE Program Responsibilities:
- Implement required CTC policy and procedures as it applies to the recommending of

participants for their clear credentials
- Implement ongoing promotion, application process and selection process as it relates to the

Earn One/Add One grant
- Provide a Program Coach if the district chooses not to provide a District Coach for the

participant
- SCCOE will coordinate all aspects of the program as it relates to DSP and Coaches

requirements and trainings
- Provide materials and training for DSPs, Coaches, and Site Administrators
- Provide facilitation of orientations and meetings for all stakeholders.

SCCOE Fiscal and Reporting Responsibilities:

The Educator Preparation Programs Department, SCCOE (herein referred to as EPP Department) is 
responsible for the overall stewardship of grant implementation as it relates to the allocation, 
disbursement and accountability of funds for the Earn One/Add One grant. The grant has allocated 
the following amounts for tuition reimbursement only depending on grant recipients’ progress 
toward earning an Education Specialist Credential:

- For grant recipients earning their bachelor’s degree at San Jose State University (SJSU) prior to
earning their education specialist credential, a tuition reimbursement of up to
$7,000/year/recipient and that a maximum of $20,000 only is allocated per grant recipient for
the duration of the grant. These recipients will have to submit reimbursements to EPP
Department with current copy of transcript, receipts and other documents required.

- For grant recipients earning their first education specialist credential through the Educator 
Preparation for Inclusive Classrooms (EPIC) program, a tuition reimbursement of up to a 
maximum of $17,050 only is allocated per grant recipient for the duration of the grant. These 
recipients will be placed under an EPP In-Program Service Agreement between EPIC and Earn 
One/Add One for ‘Direct Cost Transfer’.

- For grant recipients who possess a California Teaching Credential earning an additional 
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credential as an Education Specialist through the Educator Preparation for Inclusive 
Classrooms (EPIC) program, a tuition reimbursement of up to maximum of $10,450 only 
is allocated per Mild to Moderate grant recipient or a maximum of $12,650 only is 
allocated per ECSE or Moderate to Severe grant recipient for the duration of the grant. 
These recipients will be placed under an EPP In-Program Service Agreement between 
EPIC and Earn One/Add One for a ‘Direct Cost Transfer’.

- For grant recipients who possess a California Teaching Credential seeking to clear an
Education Specialist through the Educator Preparation for Inclusive Classrooms (EPIC) 
program, a tuition reimbursement of up to a maximum of $9,000 only is allocated per grant 
recipient and that a maximum of $20,000 only is allocated per grant recipient for the 
duration of the grant. These recipients will be placed under an EPP In-Program Service 
Agreement between EPIC and Earn One/Add One for a ‘Direct Cost Transfer’.

EPP Department is responsible for all tracking, recording and reporting of both program grant dollars 
as well as program in-kind contributions.

EPP Department is responsible for all accountability and reporting to CTC, the grant donor, as it 
relates to the Earn One/Add One grant.

Insurance Hold/Harmless

SCCOE shall maintain a certificate of insurance in the business office.

SCCOE shall be held harmless from and against any and all claims arising from default in the 
performance of any obligation of the Memorandum of Understanding.

By: By:
Signature of Authorized SCCOE Official Signature of Grant Participant

Name/Title: MAK Kegelmeyer Name:

__Assistant Director SCCOE- EPP_________             District: _____________________________

Date:  ______5/1/2020________________ Date: _______________________________

Address: 1290 Ridder Park Ave Address:

___San Jose, Ca 95131_________________ ____________________________________

Email:     _mak_kegelmeyer@sccoe.org ___ Email: ______________________________

Phone:  ___408 453 4256______________ Phone:  _____________________________
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